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5G and Wi-Fi 6 Milestones
Editorial

Mark A. Gregory
RMIT University

Abstract: Papers in the March 2020 issue of the Journal include discussion on the future of
the $51 billion National Broadband Network (NBN), IoT device and system management and
the mobile cellular networks in Indonesia. The Telecommunications Association is hosting
public forums on the future of the NBN in 2020 at RMIT University in Melbourne. The
Australian mobile network operators continue to rollout 5G and Telstra has announced a 5G
milestone. In the U.S., the FCC has announced the allocation of 1,200 MHz in the 6 GHz band
for

unlicensed

use

including

Wi-Fi 6.

The

Journal

welcomes

contributions

on

telecommunications and the digital economy.

In This Issue
In this issue of the Journal papers cover public policy related to the National Broadband
Network (NBN), IoT, Immersive Virtual Reality, mobile cellular in Indonesia and a historical
look at the telephony engineering history of Western Australia from 1887 to 1987.
Novel Display and Control for IoT-Based Home Automation presents a proposed approach
for the display and control of IoT-based home automation devices and systems.
Synchronous Reality: Enhancing Sensory Perception in Immersive VR introduces
synchronous reality and how it combines sensory, physical and virtual inputs into one
environment.
Mobile Cellular Technology Forecast for the Indonesian Telecommunications Industry
investigates the growth of mobile cellular networks in Indonesia.
The NBN Futures Forum: Learning from International Experience provides a summary of
the talks on international league tables, New Zealand’s experience and the requirement for
broadband for the global digital economy, at the third NBN futures forum held at RMIT
University in Melbourne.
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The Telephony Engineering History of Western Australia from 1887 to 1987 provides a
historical look at the development of the public telephone system in Western Australia
between 1887 and 1987.

5G and Wi-Fi 6 Milestones
The recent announcement by Telstra that it had upgraded part of its mobile network to be “5G
standalone ready” is a significant milestone that is expected to be quickly replicated by the
other mobile network operators, Optus and Vodafone Hutchison. The promise of 5G as an
enabling technology cannot be understated and, as with earlier increments in mobile cellular
technologies, the move to 5G promises much for new and improved applications and services.
As Australia struggles to find a way forward for fixed broadband at a time when the global
economy is shifting to digital platforms at a faster pace than ever before, it is possible that the
telecommunications markets both here and overseas will benefit from the momentum
provided by 5G until such time as national rollouts of FTTP are completed.
A key aspect of the move to 5G has been the reallocation and redistribution of spectrum to
meet the perceived need for current and future demand. Mobile cellular utilisation of
frequencies above 6 GHz is expected to blossom and provide the additional data-carrying
capacity needed to meet demand in high density urban areas.
The introduction of a cloud-based 5G core network capability provides Telstra with the
flexibility needed to evolve its network to one that is not dependent on existing core
infrastructure and systems.
Over coming years, the move to reduce the 3G footprint will lead to the eventual migration of
spectrum used by 3G devices to 5G. Fourth Generation (4G) networks are expected to remain
in service for more than five years and possibly as long as the next decade in regional and
remote areas.
And any expectation that 5G would replace Wi-Fi should now be quietly shelved with the
recent decision by the U.S. Federal Communications Commission on 23 April 2020 to increase
unlicensed spectrum — from the current 70 MHz in the 2.4 GHz band and 500 MHz in the 5
GHz band — with the addition of 1,200 MHz in the 5.925-7.125 (6 GHz) band. Wi-Fi 6 (not to
be confused with Wi-Fi use of the 6 GHz band) is seen to be complimentary to 5G and the
additional spectrum should significantly boost the data carrying capacity of Wi-Fi-6-enabled
devices over short distances in very high density urban environments.
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The Journal, Looking Forward
The Journal welcomes papers on telecommunications and the digital economy, including,
theory, public policy and case studies.
Technological change is happening at a rapid rate and consumers anticipate that governments
and industry keep pace to ensure that the benefits can be fully utilised. The Journal is calling
for papers on how new technologies will affect Australian telecommunications consumers.
The topics of International Telecommunications Legislation and Regulations and
International Mobile Cellular Regulation and Competition are set to continue for some time,
as the opportunity to attract papers from around the globe continues. We encourage papers
that reflect on where the global telecommunications market is now, how it got to where it is,
and what is going to happen next.
Papers are invited for upcoming issues. With your contributions, the Journal will continue to
provide readers with exciting and informative papers covering a range of local and
international topics. The Editorial Advisory Board also values input from our readership, so
please let us know what themes you would like to see in the coming year.
All papers related to telecommunications and the digital economy are welcome and will be
considered for publication after the double-blind peer-review process.

Mark A. Gregory
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Novel Display and Control for IoT-Based Home
Automation
Tyler Nicholas Edward Steane
RMIT University

P J Radcliffe
RMIT University

Abstract:

Home automation systems have long been dependent on a permanent central

controller, which has many problems, but a significant barrier to eliminating this controller is
its ability to supply user interfaces to display the status of devices and control them. This paper
proposes a novel protocol which allows any device or several devices, such as a smartphone, to
control many devices from any manufacturer in one application in a plug-and-play manner
without a central controller. Current approaches to home automation do not offer this
functionality, requiring many applications from many manufacturers. The proposed novel
protocol uses a standardised dictionary of UI elements and a minimalist XML device
description that describes not only the UI layout for a device but also the device’s capabilities
and the control procedures for the device. This light-weight all-in-one XML description is a
novel combination of display, capabilities, and control and is ideal for the highly contested
domestic 2.4 GHz Wi-Fi space. This is achieved without the need for a permanent central
controller or an Internet connection and together with other protocols allows the elimination
of the permanent central controller.

Keywords: Home Automation, Internet of things, Smart homes, device description, User
interface.

Introduction
Innovation in automated functionality within the home has been an area of interest for many
decades now, but there has been little penetration into the mass consumer market. Recent
trends have seen individual automation devices make their way into the market, but little
change has been made in wider Home Automation Systems (HAS).
Such systems continue to employ a topology dependent on a Permanent Central Controller
(PCC), which is responsible for coordinating the system, from configuration to display and
control. However, these PCCs make systems expensive, more complex to use, and lock users
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into a particular manufacturer, thus reducing competition, alienating consumers and
inhibiting the ubiquitous uptake of the technology.
A new paradigm for home automation is needed that allows the average home user to purchase
low-cost simple Internet of Things (IoT) devices that they can take home and install and
configure themselves. These devices should allow users to build up a system that is easy to use
and maintain. This would replace current approaches where a different smartphone app is
needed for every different device. This new paradigm will eliminate the Permanent Central
Controller as the source of much complexity, cost and inflexibility in contemporary designs.
Recent work has proposed the Decentralised Home Automation Protocol (DHAP), which
eliminates the PCC and redistributes its responsibilities between individual smart IoT devices
and Intermittent Control Devices (ICDs) with a series of novel protocols (Steane & Radcliffe,
2018, 2019a). These ICDs, which can be any smartphone, tablet or PC, are not like PCCs as
they only offer an interface to the existing system, but the system is not dependent on the ICDs
to operate.
The work with DHAP has thus far demonstrated that a HAS can achieve secure device joining
(Steane & Radcliffe, 2017a, 2016, 2017b), efficient device discovery (Steane & Radcliffe, 2019b)
and communications (Steane & Radcliffe, 2018, 2019a) without a PCC. The final component
to consider is the display and control of devices independent of a PCC. This will require devices
to be able to describe their capabilities, how they may be controlled, and a user interface
layout. This will allow ICDs to present a user interface that can display the status of a device
and allow a user to control or interact with the device.
This paper presents a novel protocol that allows users to display and control home IoT devices
and completes the DHAP functionality. This is done using a single XML device description file
that brings together the description of a device’s capabilities, command and control
procedures, and user interface (UI) layout. Using this single and compact file stored out-ofthe-box in IoT devices, ICDs can generate a fully functioning UI to display the state of the IoT
devices, as well as provide the commands to control the IoT device. This will allow ICDs to
achieve plug-and-play integration for IoT devices, with many devices from various
manufacturers all controlled from one ICD application. Furthermore, the novel description
file summarising multiple aspects of a device will allow for future development to
accommodate machine-to-machine (M2M) communication between devices within the home.

Interoperability and the Perils of Lock-in
Commercial home automation products are now available that offer individual smart devices
which can be managed as a single device from a smartphone or computer. This approach has
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some success but reduces the scope of what a smart home can achieve. Since each device may
require its own app, this may reduce the number of devices that users are willing to implement
or curtail the ease with which they use devices as they navigate the many applications on their
phone.
This is a far cry from the vision for home automation proposed by this paper, in which many
devices from many manufacturers could be connected together and controlled from one
smartphone application. Some manufacturers are expanding their product range, which may
have started with a single smart light bulb but now includes smart mains switches and even
kitchen appliances. This does little to improve the situation as it reintroduces the lock-in
strategy where users who have bought one device from a manufacturer are locked in to that
manufacturer's product range and its feature offerings, or are faced with the drastic complexity
increase and inconvenience of operating and maintaining multiple systems and their apps.
This is not a new concern: early research has considered more formal Home Automation
Systems and the need to integrate these for optimised user experience. The idea pursued then
was interoperability (Aragues et al., 2012; Miori, Russo & Aliberti, 2010). The main issue with
most of this work was that it inevitably increased reliance on the central controller; in some
cases it compounded the issue by creating a kind of ‘super’ central controller, translating
communications between central controllers of other home automation systems (Miori &
Russo, 2014).
Recent commercial developments have seen a new approach to interoperability offered by the
Google, Amazon and Apple voice assistants. These are offering different manufacturers the
ability to make their smart devices compatible with their voice assistants. However, this again
compounds the issue of the central controller, this time moving it to the cloud, which raises
more concerns, but also offers less interoperability than previous work. In this approach, the
Permanent Central Controller (PCC) is now in the cloud but, like all approaches seeking this
topology, the central controller cost is multiplied. At this stage the costs of the local CC, the
voice assistant hub or speaker, are minimal and cloud resource costs are borne by the voice
assistant manufacturer but, as ever, ‘ if you are not paying for the product, you are the product’
and many concerns have already been raised as to the privacy of the data collected by these
voice assistants (Brodkin, 2019; Lee, 2019; Washenko, 2019). For all this trade-off, little
interoperability is achieved as the voice assistant merely offers a central interface for all
devices, a one-app solution as it were. This goes some way in bringing together smart devices
from different manufacturers, but the voice assistant market is still new and manufacturers
do not support all voice assistants and will even vary their supported assistance between
products.
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Literature Review
The display and control of IoT devices in Home Automation Systems can be categorised into
three major types: device hosted, externally hosted and custom apps.
In the device hosted approach the smart device itself hosts its own user interface, often
running a cutdown web server to host a webpage interface. Recently, the more common
implementations of this approach utilise a Raspberry Pi as the smart device and run a
webserver to host the UI (Patchava, Kandala & Babu, 2015; Rukmini & Devi, 2016).
This approach greatly reduces the dependence on wider infrastructure and can be considered
independent of a PCC. However, they do not by themselves constitute a HAS as they offer only
one specialised functionality and do not easily interact with other devices. So, while devices do
not need to describe themselves, this is due to their isolation from other devices. Additionally,
the extra computational capability and power requirements add to the initial and maintenance
costs of the device.
Externally hosted methods house the interface on a central server and the interface is then
accessed via some connection to the central server. This allows greater integration with other
devices and reduces the computational load on individual devices when compared with device
hosted approaches.
External hosting can be further broken down into locally hosted interfaces like Miori and
Russo’s DomoNet (Miori & Russo, 2014) or Baresi, Sadeghi and Valla, who proposed TDeX
(Baresi, Sadeghi & Valla, 2018), while others have hosted the interface in the cloud (Dickey,
Banks & Sukittanon, 2012; Gurek et al., 2013). DomoNet and TDeX have some valuable
contributions for device description and UI generation but this approach greatly increases
costs with continued reliance on a PCC, which is a single point of failure for the whole system.
This vulnerability is far worse in clouded approaches where manufacturers must maintain the
central servers for the products to continue to function; this has already resulted in smart
devices losing functionality due to manufacturers closing their servers (Dellinger, 2019; Statt,
2019). While this is a favourable model for manufacturers who can charge ongoing service
fees, for example Nest security cameras (Nest, 2019), it raises concerns for users who still have
to pay the initial outlay for devices that are only useful while manufacturers support access to
the control server in the cloud.
All other hosting options allow for devices to be run offline but, if the central control and
interface hosting is in the cloud, then all functionality is lost without an Internet connection.
There are additional concerns over security as to who can see your devices and their data, and
who can gain control.
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The use of custom apps splits up the responsibilities of display and control, allowing the
interface to be hosted on a control device like a smartphone and the control to be held
elsewhere. Implementations such as Cheuque et al. (2015), and Thiyagarajan & Raveendra
(2015) host a user interface in a custom-designed Android app, which can send control
commands to a local central controller or directly to the device. Others have shown that the
same approach can be adopted with a clouded central controller (Fahim et al., 2012; Sutiono,
Nugroho & Karyono, 2016).
These solutions maintain the reduced computational demands seen in external hosting but
may still have increased hardware requirements depending on where the control functionality
is hosted, so cost benefits vary greatly. If a home has devices from multiple manufacturers,
then many custom apps must be used to control the home, which makes for a poor user
experience.
Very little work considers the combination of device display with work already considering
device descriptions for capabilities and control. UPnP is perhaps the first exception with its
“step 5” presentation allowing for a URL pointing to a user interface (UPnP Forum, 2015).
However, this is as far as the standard goes and does not give scope for how the interface might
be defined and would ultimately rely on one of the previously discussed methods for
presenting a display.
DomoNet and TDeX, however, have perhaps come the closest to bringing device descriptions
together with displays. Primarily motivated by interoperability, DomoNet’s standard makes
XML descriptions of each device from different HAS to allow interconnectivity. The super
central controller integrates central controllers from at least 6 different HAS, then generates
a webpage to control the devices based on their capabilities. However, this approach does not
produce particularly user-friendly interfaces and layout is really an afterthought.
Similarly, TDeX allows for interoperability of devices from different manufacturers; unlike
DomoNet it does not host the UI’s for smart devices but instead serves out description files to
interface devices like an Android smartphone. This approach reduces the system’s dependence
on a central controller but, none the less, it is still dependent on the “M4HSD” service, which
perpetuates the need for a Central Controller.
Others have considered describing graphical user interfaces (GUIs) from XML (Layouts, 2019;
XUL, 2019; Thommes et al., 2012) but no work has considered how a single schema could be
used to include device capabilities to control devices.
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Proposed Solution
As has been described, device description in one form or another is not a new idea, but no
work to date has offered a solution that allows one description file to enable an ICD to display
a device’s status, present a layout for a control UI, and co-ordinate control commands. Our
proposed solution achieves these key goals and also requires small and simple packets, and no
dependence on a central controller. It is envisioned that this solution will become a standard
for describing device capabilities and how to display and control devices but that multiple
different applications might be developed to implement the standard, thus allowing customers
to choose the implementation that works best for them. Manufacturers could also contribute
applications that might be best suited to their devices but that would also connect with devices
from other manufacturers.
Devices will be described by a minimalist XML device description stored on the IoT device that
will allow open implementation of device interfaces while maintaining some control over the
UI’s layout and structure for manufacturers. This description will define all control and display
elements that should be present in a UI for a device. When an ICD discovers a new IoT device
on the network for the first time, it will receive the IoT device’s description allowing the ICD
to generate a UI based on the description.
ICDs will generate GUIs from the XML device descriptions using a local dictionary parser and
a theme/skin generator, installed as part of the ICD app. The dictionary will be an open and
public standard that defines what each element is and how it should be described, while the
theme/skin generator will be an implementation-specific definition of how an element should
appear. This is similar to the concept used in HTML where a web page uses the standard
definitions to create a section of text that is “bold” but individual browsers will determine what
bold actually looks like. This will allow different ICD developers to produce their own themes
and skins that may choose alternative colour schemes or representations of elements — for
example a toggle element may be represented as a switch or as a button changing colour — but
the standard set of elements will allow manufacturers to control the essential layout and
functionality of the GUI. (Manufacturers could produce their own themes/skin generators and
apps).
Each element in a description will have an ID, which will allow a device’s status data to be
directed to the correct display elements. IDs will also be used when control elements are
activated; the ICD will send a generic control message to the IoT device identifying the
element’s ID and any associated payload, thus allowing the ICD to remain agnostic as to the
nature of the IoT device or the commands the user is sending. Thus, a description based largely
around the UI layout will also cover device control and capabilities.
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Figure 1. Display and control protocol diagram

The proposed protocol, summarised in Figure 1, uses an XML device description and requires
all IoT devices to store this file and distribute it to ICDs as requested. ICDs can then use this
description and run it though a dictionary to generate a GUI. Users can then interact with the
GUI and requested actions will be sent back to the IoT devices as generic notifications, which
can then be interpreted into the appropriate actions.

The abstract description
The abstract XML, see Figure 2, defines individual UI elements and groups them based on
how they should be displayed, and IDs are used to help add order to these groups. The ICD
takes this definition and generates the appropriate UI, which will return any user interaction
as a reference to the UI element ID and any relevant payload that the IoT device can interpret
and act accordingly. Thus, the ICD can remain largely agnostic as to the nature and behaviour
of any device, while still providing a user-friendly UI and the ability to control the device.
<device>
<name> string </name>
<location> string </location>
<group permission = INT visibility = Bool
frame = Bool orientation = Bool>
<label> string </label>
<gui_element> </gui_element>
.
.
.
</group>
<gui_element id = UNIQUE INT>
<type>string from dictionary</type>
<disp_settings>string</disp_settings>
<status_location> INT </status _location>
<comment> String </comment>
<topic> String </topic>
</gui_element>
</device>

Figure 2. Abstract XML device description

The XML device description does not include any status variable or values, as these are
requested later in a separate status update packet. This allows a distinction to be made
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between regularly changing values and immutable or less variable values, which reduces
packet sizes and therefore airtime, which is crucial in the highly contested 2.4 GHz Wi-Fi space
(den Hartog et al., 2017). (Though 5 GHz or Ethernet may alleviate this issue, they each come
with their own limitations. For example, 5 GHz is still not as common and has less range than
2.4 GHz and Ethernet is less flexible, needing the cable to be installed.) These update packets
are ordered (comma separated) and can be decoded in order to update the relevant UI
elements. Again, all the specificity of the IoT device is handled by the device itself, while the
ICD merely acts based on its definitions of each element; thus no data types are defined by the
XML as the definition of each element is standard and thus the data type is implied.
The <device> tag bounds the full description of a device. Devices will also have a name and
location specified, using the corresponding tags. These tags will be populated based on how
users assign names and rooms/areas to devices. This will allow the device to be easily
identified by users and be grouped by rooms or areas. The user experience will therefore be
improved as all devices used in the Kitchen, for example, could appear under a heading
“Kitchen” as these interfaces will likely be used together, while the user is in that room.
The <group> tag is used to collect <gui_elements>, which correspond to individual elements
of the display, and ensure that they are displayed together for increased usability. Groups have
permission attributes to allow for different XML descriptions to be generated from a master
file to control read/write permissions. The remaining group attributes control layout settings,
for example if a group relates to advanced settings and should be hidden by default or if the
collection of elements should be bound by a frame and stacked horizontally or vertically.
Each <gui_element> has a unique id attribute for identification and then the <type> tag
selects the element type from a predefined dictionary standard, e.g. Button, Toggle, Textbox
or Radio. The <disp_settings> tag primarily supplies a label to the elements for human
readability, but also includes any other details (using comma separation) for display settings,
like the limits of a slider’s range or the maximum number of characters for a text field.
The <status_location> tag specifies the position, in a status update packet, of any data to be
displayed by this element, while the <comment> tag specifies a help message or prompts for
users and the <topic> tag identifies that corresponding status value as a variable of potential
interest to other devices, allowing for M2M functionality.
The abstract XML in Figure 2 could be used to describe any device and could specify any
gui_elements but, in working towards a public standard, a dictionary of known gui_elements
would be available. Manufacturers could be certified as compliant with the standard by using
only gui_elements as described in the public dictionary. Likewise, certified applications for
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ICDs would need to be capable of appropriately handling all specified dictionary
gui_elements.

Method
In order to assess how comprehensive this abstract XML is and how easy it is to work with,
two developers with experience in Android, iOS and web development were asked to use the
abstract XML to develop UIs for 10 IoT smart home devices:
1. Wireless Speaker;
2. Security Camera;
3. Thermostat;
4. Light Globe;
5. Mains switch;
6. Oven;
7. Television;
8. Garage door;
9. Kettle;
10. Curtains/blinds.
From these UIs a list of unique UI elements was compiled, and the developers assessed the
viability of properly implementing each element from the XML abstract and provided
feedback. After changes were made to the abstract XML from the developers’ feedback, two
instances of the XML were implemented to generate full UIs for two of the example devices
considered.

Refinement
The developers identified 12 unique elements that were required to comprehensively
implement convenient user interfaces for the 10 devices considered. In considering the
implementation of these interfaces, the developers’ feedback highlighted the need to add the
orientation attribute to the group tag to give better control of the layout in groups. It was also
suggested that the scope of the <disp_settings> tag be expanded from a simple label to include
more details that vary between GUI elements, such as ranges for sliders and details for dropdown menus. These changes were integrated as discussed above.
The 12 unique elements identified are summarised in Table 1. Several of these elements have
been chosen to offer very specific functions, such as a password field shown in Figure 3 and
Figure 4, while others have been kept as general as possible to maximise usage. A good
example of maximum used usage is the button Group, shown in Figure 5 and Figure 6, which
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is a 2-D array of buttons which can also be used to generate a single button (1x1) as well as a
row or column of buttons.
Table 1. Essential GUI elements with description
Element

Description

Switch Toggle

A two-state element

Button Toggle

A two-state button

Plus-minus Button

A pair of buttons for increment/decrement functions

Button Group

A 2-D array of buttons, including 1-by-1.

Directional Buttons

Four buttons arranged for directional inputs e.g. N, S, E, W; or up, down,
left, right

Drop-down selection

Element to select one option from a list.

Range Input

Element for numeric value selection using a sliding bar.

Status/Label

Text String

Progress

Element to visualize progress

Scheduler

Collection of elements used to schedule events, includes a list of events to
select and a date/time picker.

Text Input

Text input field

Password

Text input field which hides input.

<group id="1" permission="WR">
<gui_element id="1">
<type>password</type>
<disp_settings>Password,
Submit</disp_settings>
<status_location>1</status_location>
<comment>Enter your password</comment>
</gui_element>
</group>

Figure 3. Example XML instance for a password entry field

Figure 4. UI-generated password field using XML in Figure 3
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<group id="1" permission="WR">
<gui_element id="1">
<type>buttongroup</type>
<disp_settings>Numpad,1,2,3,4</disp_settings>
<status_location>1</status_location>
<comment>Numpad</comment>
</gui_element>
</group>

Figure 5. Example XML instance for a row of 4 buttons

Figure 6. UI-generated row of 4 buttons using XML in Figure 5

Implementation
To support this novel protocol, applications have been developed to run on smartphones under
Android and iOS, as well as a cross-platform electron application for desktops, laptops and
tablets running Windows, Mac and Linux (Steane et al., 2019). All these applications are
supported by libraries that allow an abstract XML file from an IoT device to be read and run
through the elements dictionary and generate a fully functional UI that can display the current
state of a device and send commands to control the device. All 12 elements identified by the
developers have been successfully integrated into these libraries.
The full functionality of this simple abstract definition is demonstrated in the fully functional
UIs it can generate. Two fully implemented XML abstract files from the developers were used
by the Android application to implement a Thermostat UI, Figure 7, and a Security Camera
UI, Figure 8.

Figure 7. Example of a Thermostat UI generated from an XML device description

Figures 7 and 8 demonstrate the capabilities of the proposed simple XML abstract to develop
intuitive and user-friendly interfaces without the need for a central controller.
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As has been mentioned, the 2.4 GHz Wi-Fi space is highly contested in the home environment
and so minimised airtime is crucial to both minimise usage of this space and to maximise
successful usage. The protocol proposed already minimises the impact of transmissions by
limiting them to one-off communications when an ICD first discovers a new device. The XML
device descriptions further minimise this impact by using the simple and concise XML
Abstract, as presented. The UIs in Figure 7 and Figure 8 both have file sizes under 2 KB; and
this is with a human-readable form that could be surrendered for a more lightweight machinereadable form to further reduce airtime.

Figure 8. Example security camera UI generated from an XML device description

Analysis and Comparison
Our proposed solution offers an approach that would ensure interoperability from all
complying manufacturers and control all devices from a single application. Table 2 shows a
comparison of the protocol proposed in this paper and the single product or small product
range systems available today from Philips (Meethue, 2019), Belkin (WEMO, 2019) and Nest
(Nest & Google—The best of Google. The best of Nest., 2019). It compares the application size
as shown on the Android Play Store for a Pixel 3 (app sizes can vary from device to device), the
opensource nature of the application and protocols, manufacturer independence for
interoperability, OS independence of the application for interfacing with products and, finally,
any dependence on a central controller.
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Table 2. Comparison of Home Automation products with proposed system
System
DHAP
Philips Hue

App Size
(MB)
2.13
20.36

Open
Source
Yes
No

Manufacturer
Independent
Yes
Limited

39.37

No

Limited

56.42

No

Limited

Belkin
WeMo
Nest
Thermostat

OS
Independent
Yes
Custom App
per Platform
(No Linux)
Mobile OS
only
Mobile OS +
Web App

PCC Dependent
No
Yes

No
No

Application size is of most significance if multiple applications are being installed and, while
all the applications considered are minimal in comparison to the typical availability of memory
on smartphones, it is evident that DHAP has a much smaller size owing to the fact that much
of the UI is generated after install and with the addition of XML files from the smart device
itself.
Manufacturer independence is the key to interoperability and, while DHAP is designed to
completely satisfy this criterion, the other systems are not truly independent but do allow for
some interoperability with other devices via a voice assistant or some other negotiated
arrangement, all of which require custom integration. Notably, the Nest thermostat is widely
compatible with a variety of heating and cooling systems, but this is not the same as
interoperability where a smart device is cooperating with another. For example, the Belkin
WeMo smart switches controlling power to a lamp, a TV or a radio are not exhibiting
interoperability.
Compatibility with different Operating Systems is important for accessibility and market
uptake (Steane & Radcliffe, 2017a). This paper has demonstrated the accessibility of the DHAP
application on Android, iOS and major desktop OSs including Mac, Linux and Windows
thanks to the Electron cross-platform application. The other systems considered have all
identified the importance of the mobile Operating Systems but have largely neglected the
desktop systems. Philips has covered Windows and Mac but with custom applications which
would introduce a heavy development burden, while the Nest thermostat offers a web app for
cross-platform access at a reduced development burden, much like the electron app.
Finally, dependence on a Permanent Central Controller (PCC) is a key question, and most of
the manufacturers offer some way around using a PCC. However, as has been discussed, this
has come at the cost of interoperability. So, while Philips Hue still requires a central controller
to bridge Wi-Fi and ZigBee protocols, WeMo and Nest, like DHAP, can operate without a
central controller in some configurations.
DHAP shows real promise to provide a universal protocol to connect smart devices in the
home. The union of display, status and control provides an application that is small but allows
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devices from any compliant manufacturer to connect and be controlled from the one
application. DHAP allows cross-platform access and is not dependent on a central controller
in any configuration.

Future Work
The current state of the DHAP protocol allows many devices from many and any compliant
manufacturer to be joined to and discovered on a Wi-Fi network, and now to be viewed and
controlled from a single application. This gives the protocol a reasonable level of completeness.
Current work is finalising the full integration of all these features into one library for easy
development of HAS devices independent of a PCC.
Further work should consider the ability of the proposed abstract XML file to allow M2M
communications in which an IoT device may be able to communicate to another IoT device as
configured by an ICD using information from the abstract XML files.
Finally, this paper has not considered in great detail the many aspects of security that need to
be addressed, not just in home automation but in IoT systems generally. This is an important
area worthy of careful consideration and should be the subject of a future paper.

Conclusion
This work has demonstrated that a single application on an Intermittent Control Device (ICD),
such as a smart phone, can provide a functional User Interface (UI) for devices from any
manufacturer. Recent work has made this protocol open and freely available (Steane et al.,
2019).
This novel protocol allows manufacturers to compactly and easily describe the capabilities,
control procedures, and UI layouts of their devices in a single XML file, which they embed in
their devices, using the novel abstract XML proposed. This allows manufacturers to retain
influence over the UI, in its structure, layout and elements — and therefore user experience —
without having to maintain custom applications or cloud services.
The novel protocol allows users to easily display and control many home IoT devices from
many manufacturers using a single application, without dependence on a permanent central
controller or an Internet connection. This allows users to more easily construct their own
home automation system, at more competitive prices, and have the ability to select the best
device with the best features for their use case.
The abstract XML file proposed in this protocol is a single compact file that describes a device’s
capabilities, how it can be controlled, and how it should be displayed to users. The
combination of all these tasks in a single XML abstract is a novel and powerful approach.
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A simple abstract XML description and dictionary has been presented. It has been proven to
allow IoT developers to create XML device descriptions of complex IoT devices which can
automatically generate fully functional UIs on ICDs.
The abstract XML and supporting protocol presented will allow plug-and-play integration of
many IoT devices from various manufacturers. Together, these will all be accessible from one
application on smartphones, tablets or PCs and will eliminate completely any dependence on
a Permanent Central Controller (PCC) for home automation systems.
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Synchronous Reality: Enhancing Sensory Perception in
Immersive VR
David Evans Bailey MA PhD
Auckland University of Technology

Abstract: This paper introduces the concept of Synchronous Reality whereby a combined
sensory physical and virtual installation is created. The research is presented examining how
the practice work evolved to establish the concepts which make up a Synchronous Reality
installation. The research ultimately focused on creating a sensory landscape to complement
the virtual layer of the installation, thus making a coherent whole which encompasses
Synchronous Reality. The findings and conclusions indicate that this type of installation can
increase the immersive quality and presence for the participant. The important considerations
when making such an installation are also presented. The paper also touches upon a brief
examination of the wider issues of how immersive virtual reality affects the digital economy and
telecommunications.

Keywords: Synchronous Reality, Virtual Reality, Sensory input, Immersion, Presence.

Introduction
In 2019, this researcher completed a practice-based Doctoral thesis at the Auckland University
of Technology (Bailey, 2020). This paper is intended to present some of the key findings from
that research, which could be useful to practitioners and others working or researching in the
field of Virtual Reality (VR). The research centred primarily upon placing participants into
immersive installations which combined sensory-based physical and virtual components
which might then, in turn, elicit sensory recollections. The installations became a focus of
visual, aural, olfactory and other perceptions which would attempt to evoke certain emotive
responses to the reconstruction of a place from the researcher’s past in the form of a composite
memory. The term “Synchronous Reality” was developed during the research in order to
adequately describe an installation which created a coincidence of physical sensory
information with that of the virtual environment. For example, physical elements such as the
seats of the major practice work Caravan (a virtual reconstruction of this researcher’s live-in
caravan) were ‘synchronised’ with the virtual seats so that a participant could sit, feel the ‘give’
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of the squabs, and experience the kinaesthetic positioning of the body. The research drew upon
Mark Hansen (2006) who sees the body as the primary vehicle of sensory experience in a
virtual installation. It was with this objective that the body itself was used to channel physical
sensations through such components, for example, as objects which could be touched, or
sounds which could be heard, in conjunction with the visual cues provided within the virtual
environment itself. Participant feedback and observation indicated the Synchronous Reality
environment enhanced the immersive quality and presence within the installation for the
participants.

Review of Literature
The review of literature for the study focused on the philosophical underpinning of the work,
and research which was particularly relevant to immersive VR and sensory input. Gaston
Bachelard’s The Poetics of Space (1994) became central to the work in terms of orienting it
through the senses, particularly his discussion of memory and how a space can trigger
recollections which can engender a feeling of intimacy with the space. Bachelard implies that
a reader’s attention goes from the room they are reading about to the memory of a room of
their own when he says: “The values of intimacy are so absorbing that the reader has ceased
to read your room: he sees his own again” (Bachelard, 1994, p. 14). The research asked if this
same type of engagement could be possible within an immersive VR environment and the
subsequent findings from the qualitative interviews suggested it was. The project also focussed
on the virtuality of the mind drawing parallels with a Virtual Space.
Bergson (1988) argues that a memory, daydream or mind perception could be suggested as
virtual, which engendered the idea to use memory as a vehicle for the practice work. He
suggests that the mind simplifies matter into a virtual representation, a superficial skin (1988,
pp. 5-6). This is not unlike a virtual environment which paints textures onto hollow threedimensional models. Thus, the creation of a memory in virtual space was something akin to
the way, according to Bergson, the mind would perceive it. Massumi (2002) proposed the idea
of a connection between a sensation and its articulation as an emotion or feeling. The
sensation, Massumi says, is not immediately articulated, and may never be (Massumi, 2002,
p. 28). However, sensation is needed for emotional response, they are co-conspirators in the
production of an affect or emotional response. As the practice work progressed, there was
more focus on putting sensation at the forefront of the work with the aim of eliciting certain
emotional responses in the participant.
Bringing the philosophical terrain to the virtual one ultimately involved the creation of a
combined virtual and physical space where a memory would be reconstructed as a
virtual/physical installation and a participant could experience it. The two important factors
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to the success of a virtual environment are immersion and presence. It is not enough to simply
fulfil the first by dint of using immersive technology, there are certain aspects which will
ensure the feeling of immersion itself. Murray refers to the concept of virtual immersion as
being similar to that of being immersed in water (Murray, 1997, p. 99). Slater more clearly
explains it as preserving ‘fidelity’ to the real-world senses where the immersive quality is
dependent on this factor (Slater, 2003, p. 1). He goes on contend that presence, noted by
Skarbez (2017) as ‘being there’, is the reaction to immersion. The two being connected, one
could assume greater immersion gives a greater feeling of presence. Slater also says that, due
to the activation of different sensory perceptions (perceptual, vestibular, proprioceptive and
autonomic), the immersed individual will react as if it was a real-life situation. Thus overall, a
focus on the sensory aspects of a virtual installation should increase the level of immersion
and consequent feeling of presence. Given Hansen’s assertion that the body is the primary
access to the world (Hansen, 2006, p. 5), the more sensation a participant receives through
their body, the more they are likely to feel part of the virtual environment they are immersed
in. The practice work continued to develop its sensory aspects over the course of the research.
A number of researchers have examined particular aspects of sensory stimulus in VR. Anatol
Lecuyer (2017) speaks of a conflict between the real world and a virtual world where the realworld senses are not supplied. He notes that a psychological or behavioural reaction can be
elicited where this conflict is resolved by supplying a strong sensory and immersive experience
in the virtual environment (Lecuyer, 2017, p. 20). Whitelaw (2012) argues in favour of an
aesthetic aural experience where moments of intensity or otherwise fleeting or more visceral
feelings might be engaged in the listener. Indeed, the Proust Effect is well-founded in the work
of Marcel Proust (1992) where sensations gradually evoke memories, which become more
distinct over time, and exposure to those particular sensations. Proske and Gandevia (2012)
offer the idea that proprioception of the body, being those muscular sensations providing
information on position and bodily movement, assists in orienting the body to the virtual
environment and enhances the feeling of immersion. Mine (1997) indicates that where an
actual object in VR is located coincident to the user’s hand position, they would also acquire a
sense of the position of the object. If physical elements are also located corresponding to
virtual ones in the installation, this should result in increasing the proprioceptive sense of
position. Lecuyer (2017) further argues that interruptions to the feeling of ‘being there’ may
be more common where a noticeable disparity is evident between the physical and virtual
elements of a simulation; the corollary being that a more seamless coincidence of these
elements should give a more fluent and uninterrupted immersive experience. Then, examining
sound, Larsson, Väljamäe, Västfjäll, Tajadura-Jiménez and Kleiner (2009) investigated the
effect on presence using aural input in mixed-reality environments. Their conclusion is that
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“while a visual scene – real or virtual – may be completely static, sound is by nature constantly
ongoing and ‘alive’; it tells us that something is happening” (Larsson et al., 2009, p. 225).
Nordhal and Nilsson (2014) assert that sensory feedback should be presented in a way that
mimics the real world. They argue the credibility of the virtual world increases if the
participant is surrounded by aural stimulation, much as one is in the normal physical
environment we inhabit. Munyan et al. (2016) concluded in an examination of factors
increasing presence that olfactory stimulus is one of them. The common theme of such
research appears to be that sensory components are an important part of immersive content
and improve the factor of presence.
Using immersive technology centred around the HTC Vive, as the most suitable technology
available to the project at the time of its commencement, the research project proceeded
through a number of phases to develop the concept of a Synchronous Reality. The
philosophical framework helped to shape the focus of the work towards place and memory as
a way of examining emotional response to the created installations. The literature guided the
practice towards an increasingly sensory-based platform which contributed to combining
physical and virtual components as part of the same installation. The results from the study
provide material for further work by artists in the field and other practitioners within VR.

Synchronous Reality
This term emerged through the Doctoral research project. Other terms used to describe Virtual
Reality environments including Mixed and Augmented Reality, did not sufficiently define how
the installations created through the practice functioned. This new term was offered as a better
and more appropriate articulation of what was actually being done. The word ‘synchronous’ is
defined by the English Oxford Living Dictionaries (2019), as “to occur at the same time or
rate” and derives from the mid-seventeenth century late Latin synchronous (from Greek
sunkhronos, from sun ‘together’ and khronos ‘time’). A companion word ‘synchronise’ also
means to “agree with something else” or “coordinate; combine” and derives from the Greek
synchronízein, to be contemporary with. The term Synchronous Reality thus describes the coordination of the physical environment with the virtual one. This doesn’t imply they mimic
each other precisely, but that instead they are in agreement, or have a form of mutual
coherence.
There is also a temporal element to Synchronous Reality. Time passing in the installations is
conveyed by the passage of light and does not necessarily relate to ‘real time’ in the physical
world or an inner sense of time. In the installation, eight minutes may mark the passing of an
entire day, which in the ‘real world’ would amount to twenty-four hours. The participant
encounters time at a different rhythm to normal, as Bergson confirms — “The duration lived
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by our consciousness is a duration with its own determined rhythm” (Bergson, 1988, p. 205)
— while Digital media researcher Timothy Scott Barker (2012) suggests that we place ourselves
between the time in the present and the aesthetic images and processes of the past with digital
artworks. This makes an intersection between the memory of what was and what is. A
Synchronous Reality can have a time of its own which, although it might run counter to
accepted real-time, is nevertheless acceptable to the participant when immersed in the
installation.
The following diagram attempts to represent a Synchronous Reality as the combination of the
virtual computer simulation and biophysical environments as an immersive whole. It is not a
binary either/or, but rather a combined sensory-driven environment. The diagram is a
simplified depiction which at the same time suggests the difficulty of the endeavour of
describing how the multiple conditions of Synchronous Reality operate in an installation.

Figure 1. Multiple sensory modes in a Synchronous Reality installation where both the simulation and our
biophysical reality are equally ‘real’.

Research Methodology and Practice Work
The research was conducted within a practice-oriented paradigm with, as noted by Skains
(2018), an element of experimentation which is inherent in any medium where work is
created. It was also subject to imaginative and yet robust enquiry (Sullivan, 2006) through the
use of interviews and observation of participants in the work. The primary methodology was
‘autoethnography’ which as per Adams (2015) facilitates personal experience to engage an
examination of ourselves and other people in various facets. From this, we can gain a
perspective on perhaps wider experience than our own. Since this researcher’s personal
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memories formed the subject matter of the practice work, autoethnography was a suitable
choice.
The particular final vehicle for the practice-led installations was the recreation of a caravan in
which this researcher had once lived for a number of years on an isolated campsite in
Yorkshire. The development of the Caravan installation through a number of iterations
evolved into a tight registration between its physical and virtual elements, which formed the
raison d’etre of the created term Synchronous Reality. The installation focused upon the
qualities of sensory and imaginative immersion as noted by Ermi and Mayra (2005), as
opposed to being challenge based. It was designed as an experience where the participant was
not required to ‘do’ anything in particular, other than enjoy or partake of its perceptive
qualities. The installation developed further through participant feedback to become one
where quietude and solitude could be felt.
Installations of the work Caravan were exhibited in gallery spaces at the Auckland University
of Technology, where participants and audience were invited to experience it on an individual
basis. The final exhibition took place in a theatrical ‘black box’ to emphasise the aesthetic
qualities of the physical parts, using focused lighting in an otherwise darkened room. The
physical and sensory aspects of the caravan consisted of the benches, squabs, one side of the
caravan, the kitchen unit, toaster, mug and kettle. Aural sensory input was supplied by a
recorded and created soundscape of ambient bird and other incidental sounds. Olfactory input
was supplied by toasting ‘cinnamon muffins’ in a toaster, and the thermoceptive sensation of
the sun rising was produced by a two-kilowatt spotlight strategically placed, which was
manually activated in synchronisation with the virtual sun rising. Other incidental smells
noted by participants included such odours as the varnish on the woodwork of the benches.
The virtual caravan and accompanying landscape was effectively another sensory visual layer
which was registered with the physical components in the space. The participant could only
see the virtual environment once they had donned the HMD (Head Mounted Display).
However, because of the Synchronous Reality, the physical elements corresponding to parts
of the virtual environment would still be present. Thus, when a participant saw a seat, they
would be able to sit on it in the exact place they could see it in the virtual environment.
Similarly, they could touch other virtual/physical objects such as the caravan side, toaster,
mug and kettle. There was a high degree of tactile ‘feel’ supplied by the physical parts to
correlate with what the participant could see once immersed in the virtual component. In
addition, the ambient soundtrack provided auditory sensory information, with olfactory and
thermoceptive sensory input as described. Each one of these components helped to build a
more complete immersive environment for the participant.
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Figure 2. Bailey, D. (2018). First iteration of Caravan installation, July 2018. [Photograph].

The virtual world was scripted with a repeating day/night cycle, and animated creatures: birds,
a cat, an owl, sheep and a fox. These animations served to assist in bringing the installation to
life. The participant could witness the sunrise, the movement across the sky, the sunset,
followed by moonrise and moonset. The light quality and colour changed according to the time
of day, and the shadows cast by the sun and the moon moved with the motion of those objects.
The repeating sun/moon cycle ran for eight minutes. During this time the participant could
experience all of the sensory input connected either directly or indirectly to what they could
see virtually. Participants were given the opportunity to remain in the installation for one or
more cycles.

Findings
Fifteen participants engaged in the qualitative research where they had experienced the
caravan installation alone with the researcher as an observer. Each participant was
individually interviewed afterwards. Two iterations of the Caravan were used for data
gathering, the second including more physical components than the first. The feedback gained
from participants guided the enhancements to the installation. The final exhibition was
convened for the purpose of PhD examination. A further exhibition was held in conjunction
with the School of Clinical Sciences at the North Campus of AUT for their academic staff.
Thirty-one staff members individually experienced this exhibition at the North Campus, which
provided some further interesting observational points.
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Figure 3. Bailey, D. (2018). Caravan, Iteration Two. Participant seated in the interior. [Photograph].

Figure 4. Bailey, D. (2019). Caravan, Iteration Three. Installation in the Black Box AUT [Photograph].
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Figure 5. Bailey, D. (2019). Caravan Reverie. Exhibition at AUT North Shore Campus, School of Clinical Sciences
[Photograph].

Participants were typically observed to have exhibited two types of behaviour within the
installation. The first could be termed an active or exploratory phase. At this juncture, they
were seen to be examining or testing the limits of the environment, touching physical
components and looking out through the windows or even exiting the caravan to view the
exterior virtual world. Following the active phase, there came a phase, which was usually much
longer, of absorption. The participant would simply sit or remain in one place for a longer
period, looking and listening. Typically, at this point participants would note they also engaged
or connected with their own memories of similar spaces or places as a result. As mentioned,
this was the point of intimacy with the installation where they overlaid something of
themselves into the space. In the North Campus Exhibition, many remained in the installation
for up to thirty minutes without prompting and through several day/night cycles of the virtual
world.
The immersive quality and factors of presence in the caravan installation were found to be
high by observation and from feedback. Comments such as these were typical of those
received:
It felt so real. I really felt like I'm in the space (P.M., Caravan Iteration One, 2018).
Completely immersed. Completely forget the fact that I was not there (A.T., Caravan
Iteration Two, 2018).
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Figure 6. Bailey, D. (2018). Caravan, Iteration Two. Participant relaxing in the installation. [Photograph].

Observed behaviour such as attempting to squeeze through the small opening made by the
half-closed caravan door indicated the achievement of the ‘illusion of nonmediation’
(Lombard & Ditton, 1997, p. 32). Lombard and Ditton state this illusion of nonmediation is
achieved when the person responds to the virtual environment as if it was the real world.
Furthermore, participants also articulated their thoughts in terms of feeling deeply immersed
or feeling as if they were ‘really there’ during interviews. The Synchronous Reality aspect of
the installation was also a contributing factor to its immersive quality. Some participants
noted a high level of trust in the virtual environment due to the presence of the physical
benches similar to the trust placed in their normal everyday environment. For example:
So, as long as I knew that I was navigating around the seats, I was okay. And they were
kind of my safe haven where I knew that they were solid. So, I could navigate around
them in the virtual space…Yep, I completely trusted them. (A.G., Caravan Iteration
Two, 2018)
Conversely, participants were observed to have forgotten which parts were really there and
were seen attempting to touch things not physically present, again an indication of their high
level of environmental acceptance. An example of this immersion level was observed when the
mobile phone of one participant rang and they attempted to answer it with the headset on:
I felt so natural with myself and the environment. So, first of all, I forget about the fact
that I’m not seeing my body…I felt completely natural and my phone rang and, “Let
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me check my phone”, and I grabbed my phone out. I just remembered, “Okay. I can’t
see it,” because it’s in real mode. (A.T., Caravan Iteration Two, 2018)
The contemplative quality of the installation also provided a space for the participant’s own
recollections. Most of those interviewed indicated they had recalled either experiences of their
own in caravans or at least places which were similar in content to the installation. One of the
aims of the work was to foster an atmosphere which would allow this. The fact that participants
became part of the space and accepted it as real is attributable certainly in a large part to the
created Synchronous Reality. The recollections were often quite detailed:
My parents had a similar caravan...It was sort of a retro caravan that they bought
second hand in New Zealand and travelled around for many years [in] it and I came
along with them...I had a flashback to when we stayed in a particular campsite in, I
think it was, Coromandel...This also reminded me of another campsite...It was a very
deserted one by Invercargill…was very sort of lonely and wild kind of, and there were
sheep somewhere, and it was misty, and it was very cold. (S.S., Caravan Iteration Two,
2018)
I’ve got a friend [who] used to have a little cute, little yellow caravan, like one of those
really old-fashioned ones. And she’s just now gone away and she’s living in a van. It’s
quite open but it reminded me of that. It reminded me of going away in her caravan.
And the other thing was the scene where it was parked. Yeah, it was kind of memories
of being in the country and having birds around and being quite peaceful, yeah. (E.C.,
Caravan, Iteration Two, 2018)

Figure 7. Bailey, D. (2018), Caravan, Iteration One with participant. [Still from Video].

Overall participants liked the calmness and quietude of the space. It provided an immediate
location for contemplation. In its simplicity, it was, a place to just be and assume, perhaps, a
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more reflective state of mind. It is useful to note that, even from such a small cadre of
participants, thirteen of the participants (87%) gave one or more of the following words or
variations when relating their experience: calm, relaxed, safe, cosy, peaceful. Calm and
peaceful were found to be the most common words, given by half the participants. Other words
included exciting, melancholic, pensive, solitude, alone, lonely, isolated, moody, curious,
eerie, creepy, and intimate. One of the aims of the practice work was to create a space of calm
contemplative solitude, and the results indicated this was successful.

Figure 8. Bailey, D. (2018). Caravan, Iteration Two, virtual interior showing part of landscape, with participant.
[Still from Video].

Achieving a high degree of confidence in the installation and environment is evidently key to
also gaining a high level of immersion and presence. This allows the participant to then take
in the emotive content and qualities of the installation itself. Although no specific comparison
was made with an environment which was wholly virtual, it can nevertheless be said that the
Synchronous Reality environment seems to have been a major factor, based upon the
qualitative research. One can, therefore, conclude that a VR type of environment is inherently
more immersive when physical sensory inputs are combined with the virtual landscape,
creating a coherent merging of the physical and virtual layers as in a Synchronous Reality.

Analysis and Discussion
The creation of a Synchronous Reality environment relies on a number of factors and
considerations to be taken into account when planning or building such an installation. This
type of installation is obviously not suitable for all types of VR content or applications. One
constraint is the fact that physical objects and virtual objects need to be coherent and thus
inherently tied together. The ability to move freely through the virtual space is thus restricted
by the size of the physical space which can be made. The virtual layer which sits over the
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physical layer is not moveable once it has been properly registered with the physical
components.
When considering a Synchronous Reality installation, there are fundamental choices to be
made as to what physical components to put in and what to leave out. This can be a logical and
an artistic choice. With the caravan, for example, participants strongly indicated that sitting
down was something they desired in the space. It was also logical, since the positioning of the
windows meant that it was easier to see out of them when seated, just as in an actual physical
caravan. Beyond that, it was an artistic choice to install only one physical side of the caravan
suggesting the physical shape, and the lino on the floor, or the kitchen bench with items. These
were placed there for physical context and also to provide a more authentic tactile experience.
The participant reaction to the objects in the space cannot always be anticipated and one might
contend this is part of the experiment. The squabs on the benches supplied the feel of ‘give’
when sat on and fulfilled that expectation when they were viewed virtually. It wasn’t necessary
to visually show the ‘give’ in the virtual component since the participant simply accepted it
without needing to see it happening. The same level of acceptance is supplied by the
registration. It is not necessary to have pinpoint registration of virtual and physical objects,
such as seating; also it is not always achievable with the technology being used. However, there
is a point of leeway beyond which the immersion will be broken if the physical objects are not
close to being in the right place. There is no hard rule for this, and the determination of the
acceptable distance can be discovered during the process of registering the virtual layer to the
physical layer.

Figure 9. Bailey, D. (2018). Caravan, Iteration Two showing virtual interior. [Still from Video].
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Figure 10. Bailey, D. (2019). Caravan, Iteration Three. Interior of caravan with sun rising. [Still from video].

Figure 11. Bailey, D. (2019). Caravan, Iteration Three. Participant in Installation in the Black Box AUT
[Photograph].

The siting of the physical installation is also an important point. Different settings for Caravan
were tried, in a gallery and in a more theatrical (black box) type of space with theatrical
lighting. The gallery setting had limited lighting control and thus it was harder to create an
atmosphere prior to the participant putting on a headset. The theatrical setting allowed for
much more controlled and intimate lighting. The darkness contributed to that sense of
intimacy and meant that the virtual layer acted almost like a reveal when the headset was put
on. For participants, the setting and the appearance of the physical ‘set’ was important. It
created an expectation and anticipation of something more. It was particularly noticeable in
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the North Shore exhibition that putting on the headset was often greeted with surprise. Sixtyeight percent of these attendees had never experienced VR before, which could also be a factor
in the ‘surprise’ they felt on viewing the virtual environment. When creating a Synchronous
Reality environment, the setting of the installation is an important part of the decision-making
and should be given sufficient attention.

Figure 12. Bailey, D. (2019). Caravan, Iteration Three. Participant in Installation in the Black Box AUT. Rear
console, and 2000 KW Spot for thermoception sun effect [Photograph].

A soundscape is of prime importance for Synchronous Reality. This contributes to bringing
the scene alive. Sounds don’t necessarily have to register directly with objects in the scene,
although they can. The sounds may be ambient, or they may relate directly to, for example, an
animal such as a sheep. The inclusion of music would change the atmosphere and careful
thought needs to be put into whether this would be beneficial. Further types of sensory input
are desirable, where possible, and creating them in a physical form rather than simulating
them is to be recommended. The aim of the Caravan installation was that only the headset
would be used and no affordances would be required. No controllers were used, which would
have perhaps rendered it more ‘game-like’, and no other sensory simulators directly connected
to the body. Thus, for example, heat was supplied by a lamp, smell by an actual smell of toast
in real-time. There are many choices to be made in regard to such sensory additions, which
are part of the formation of the installation and need careful consideration. What to include is
dependent, in a large part, on what the intention of the installation is and what response is
being sought from the participants.
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Within the virtual environment, a number of decisions also need to be made. Animation of the
environment in some form seems to be desirable. This can be accomplished by the inclusion
of environmental movement such as wind, which then raises the consideration of whether to
provide actual wind in the form of a fan. Temporality in the form of the passage of the sun and
moon and shadows was a feature which participants liked. The accelerated time and
movement of these objects seemed easily accepted. How fast or slow this temporal movement
should be is another consideration for the artist or creator. Other types of animation can
include animals, such as flying birds, or butterflies and insects. The relevance of such elements
to the virtual scene can be important. The choice of textures and how realistic or otherwise
these are, is also another aesthetic decision to make. The acceptance level of participants to
the environment does not appear, by observation, to depend on the level of textural realism.
The Caravan textures were realistic but not exact representations of real-world objects in all
their detail. There was no feedback or specific mention on this aspect of the installation by
participants, which indicates they accepted the reality level of the textures. How the virtual
environment compares texturally to the physical is also important. The choice with Caravan
was to create similar textural choices in the squabs, bench items and varnished wood of the
seating for the virtual and physical parts. This provided artistic continuity. However, the
physical components could equally have been left plain white as another choice, suggesting an
overlay of colour and texture when in the virtual environment, as if one completes the other.
Attention to the above details and decision points is important to create a successful immersive
Synchronous Reality installation. The artist or practitioner is bringing together a number of
elements to create their installation where these choices are very much dependent upon their
own objectives. It might be said there are no wrong choices, but the inclusion of certain
elements is more beneficial to the installation. The physical tactile components and the
soundscape are two of the most important parts beyond the virtual content and environment
itself. One might state that these are the building blocks of Synchronous Reality. At this stage,
all such endeavours are to some degree experimental since this is a relatively new concept in
a burgeoning field.

The Digital Economy
The support of virtual spaces in general by telecommunications is usually reserved for multiuser types of environment. Such applications as VR Chat have found a niche for this kind of
application where multiple users can congregate within a virtual space. Those types of
applications are wholly concerned with a virtual environment as opposed to a Synchronous
Reality one. The applications, in general, rely upon a server to retain positional and other data
related to all of the actors in the scene. As noted, the graphical interface is generally built on
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the individual desktop of each participant in the environment. The idea of extending a
Synchronous Reality installation in particular through the use of telecommunications is
complex. The presence of the physical sensory components adds an overhead of replicating
these at each location to be used. It would be entirely possible to have the graphic virtual
component in a server-driven context, where the VR graphics are built at each location. The
registration of physical components against virtual would be done on a location by location
basis. The application of such a setup as a multi-location art piece is therefore possible. There
are perhaps other fields where it also might be applicable, for example, where a fixed physical
environment for simultaneous teaching across several locations may be required. These uses
have yet to be determined.
The economics of virtual spaces is also a changing field. Much of this is due to the continual
development of technology to facilitate VR in both the immersive and augmented form. The
technology is moving from setups which require motion capture lighthouses, like the HTC
Vive, to integrated self-tracking headsets, like the Oculus Quest. Only the HTC Vive was used
for this research for reasons of continuity across developing installations, to reduce the
financial investment and the overhead of reworking virtual environments. Different
technologies would potentially change the way that virtual and physical environments can be
registered together and it would be a matter of experiment to discover the best approaches.
Nevertheless, in terms of cost, Synchronous Reality environments must factor in physical
sensory components as well as the virtual ones. There is the cost of materials and building the
physical installation, as well as a site for it, which may be either temporary or permanent.
These types of installations are unlikely to be viewed as mainstream based on the constraints
involved in creating them. Their impact on the digital economy as a whole is unlikely to be
great compared to the overall use of virtual technology across the board. However, it is hoped
the concepts behind Synchronous Reality and its further application for future research or
installations will continue to help to push forward the boundaries of this field.

Conclusions/Recommendations
There are potential applications for Synchronous Reality outside of the obvious artistic ones
in the field of health and wellbeing. As an example, an installation such as the Caravan could
be set up as an environment for contemplation. The depth of immersion and presence
provided could help to transport a person away from daily life to a more relaxing or destressing
environment. Clinical tests of such an environment are recommended since, if it was effective,
then the cost of providing it to larger numbers of people is potentially lower than an actual
arranged trip to the country and users can avail themselves of it whenever they like.
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Synchronous Reality is also a field open to more explorative and experimental art using
sensory physical environments. It might also have potential in such applications where
particular emphasis is wanted on particular senses, such as mental health or disabilities. It is
hoped that researchers, artists and practitioners will build on this research with experiments
or projects to explore the concept of Synchronous Reality further.
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Abstract: Current mobile telecommunications deployment in Indonesia, based on 2G,
3G and 4G technologies, lags behind many other developing countries because of
Indonesia’s larger territory. This paper presents recent data on revenue growth (%) and
the number of Base Transceiver Stations (BTSs) in Indonesia, divided among 2G, 3G
and 4G technologies, and forecasts future revenue growth and numbers of BTSs for the
next few years. The results show that, while revenue growth from 2G operation is
decreasing and 4G deployment is significantly increasing, there are still significant
revenues from 2G services and many 2G BTSs in operation at the end of the forecast
period, making it difficult to shut down the 2G networks in the near future.

Keywords: Telecommunication, 2G, 3G, 4G, Comparison analysis

Introduction
In Indonesia, the development of mobile telecommunications is growing rapidly because
customers need cheaper prices and higher speeds of data transfer. To fulfil customer needs,
investors in the mobile telecommunication industry invest in each new generation of
technology. Second generation (2G) mobile technology is the oldest generation currently
deployed. Customers of 2G are moving to 3G because of cheap prices and ease of content
access in 3G technology: 3G technology uses data packets for internet access (Charoenlap &
, 2016) and provides good connection speeds (Becona et al., 2017). The newer
technology, 4G, also called Long-Term Evolution (LTE), gives even better connection speeds
and so will become the primary choice for customers. The effect is that 4G technology is
gaining lots of customers (Ezhilarasan & Dinakaran, 2017). Nevertheless, 2G and 3G
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technologies are predicted to last for a long time because these technologies can support
machine-to-machine (M2M) communication (Labib, Marojevic & Reed, 2016).
Today, mobile phone customers not only send messages (SMSs) via 2G technology but also
use data services for sending messages with 3G and 4G technologies. To provide for this
opportunity, every operator improves its 2G technology to 3G or 4G technology. The
improvement impact of technology on revenue can be seen in Table 1. Below the table is
further discussion of the revenue growth for each technology that is used by customers.
Table 1. Revenue growth (%) at the end of a year from each technology in Indonesia (Kominfo, 2017)

Technology

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

Voice (2G)

45.43

43.15

37.43

35.64

33.78

31.52

SMS (2G)

17.46

16.69

15.45

14.05

12.33

9.58

Data and VAS (3G/4G)

11.86

14.52

18.92

23.90

29.73

36.22

Other

5.25

5.64

8.20

6.41

4.16

2.68

VAS = Value-Added Services

During 2011-2016, as shown in Table 1, revenue growth of 2G technology always decreased
because some 2G sites were upgraded in some regions to be 3G or 4G sites. Because of high
population in some regions, 2G sites can be upgraded by mobile operators to be 3G or 4G sites
to improve service. To upgrade a site, research on market demand in the relevant location
should be conducted. There is also a need to source appropriate capital for cellular technology
advancements in Indonesia.
In this paper, we describe forecasts to predict future trends among the three generations of
technology. The next section outlines the 2G, 3G, 4G technologies and indicates the plans in
other countries for switching off 2G technology. The following section describes our research
method and results, and discusses our forecasts. The last section provides conclusions and
future work.

Cellular Technology Generations
2G technology
2G technology is the 2nd generation of mobile telecommunications using GSM in certain
frequency bands: 200MHz, 250MHz, 400MHz, 500MHz, 1000MHz, 1600MHz and 1700MHz
(Celik, 2015). A GSM network is built from several functional components, which have specific
interface functions. Generally, a GSM network can be divided into three main parts: (1) Radio
Sub-System (RSS); (2) Network and Switching Subsystem (NSS); and (3) Operation and
Maintenance Subsystem (OMS). GSM uses cellular technology supported on BTSs (Ibrani et
al., 2017).
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Figure 1. 2G infrastructure (Buchanan et al., 2004)

2G switch-off
Many countries and operators have already switched off 2G technology in order to improve
communication quality. Table 2 exhibits the 2G switch-off dates in several countries.
Table 2. 2G switch-off dates by operator and country (Fadrian & Arifin, 2018)

Date of switch

Operator

Country

Technology

2017
2019
30.06.2015
01.08.2019
01.04.2018
2011
31.10.2019
31.12.2017

Reliance JIO
Airtel
CTM, Hutchison, Smartone
CTM, Hutchison, Smartone
M1, Singtel, Starhub
KT, LG Uplus, SK Telecom
DTAC, AIS, TrueMoveH
Chunghwa, Far East Tone,
Taiwan Mobile, Taiwan Star
Telstra
Optus
Vodafone
2 Degrees
NTT Docomo
AT&T
Antigua Public Utilities
Authority

India
India
Macau
Macau
Singapore
South Korea
Thailand
Taiwan

GSM
GSM
GSM
GSM
GSM
GSM
GSM
GSM

Australia
Australia
Australia
New Zealand
Guam & Saipan
USA
Antigua and
Barbuda

GSM
GSM
GSM
GSM
GSM
GSM
GSM

01.12.2016
01.04.2017
30.08.2018
15.03.2018
01.10.2018
31.12.2016
30.04.2018

3G technology
3G technology is the 3rd generation for mobile telecommunications and uses Universal Mobile
Telecommunications System (UMTS) (Turniški et al., 2016); 3G works on 1700-2200 MHz
frequencies

(Letavin,

Konovalov

&

Sychugov,

2018).

Based

on

International

Telecommunication Union (ITU) IMT2000 standard, 3G technology is a standard technology
for mobile phones that replaces 2G technology. A 3G network enables an operator to give a
wider range of services by increasing spectrum utilization (Masmoudi et al., 2017). 3G
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technology supports voice and video calls. Additional facilities include HSPA data
transmission, which has the capability to send data with download speeds up to 14.4 Mbps
and upload speeds up to 5.8 Mbps. Internet access in a 3G network is slower than in a 4G
network (Tamgno, Alidou & Lishou, 2018).

Figure 2. 3G infrastructure (Jung & Kwon, 2015)

4G technology
LTE technology is the 4th generation of mobile telecommunication. LTE has been developed
by the 3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) (Choi et al., 2015). This technology is based
on Internet Protocol (IP). The wireless communication system of 4G technology uses
Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM). OFDM has good noise performance
characteristics and can support high quality wireless data services (Jia, 2017).

Figure 3. LTE/4G infrastructure (McLaurin et al., 2018)
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A major purpose of LTE is to improve the capacity of data transfer by using previously unused
spectrum. This reduces data transfer cost and simplifies network architecture (Campos, 2017).
The simplified network architecture means that every node connected in an LTE network will
be at lesser cost than in a 3G network (Jha & Saha, 2019).

Forecasting Analysis
Forecasting analysis is a tool for predicting certain conditions in the future. Many practical
circumstances are predicted by forecasting analysis to help us make important decisions. For
example, based on the data obtained by the forecasting of daily payments in retail stores, daily
operational decisions in the stores can be executed (Ma & Fildes, 2020). In electric power
systems, a model based on a higher-order Markov chain and the Gaussian mixture method has
been developed for forecasting the power generated by photovoltaic systems (Sanjari & Gooi,
2017). A review of different forecasting models applied in telecommunication and ICT is given
in Meade & Islam (2015).
Forecasting analysis in this paper is implemented in the form of a time series analysis (Berk,
2015) by use of a regression analysis as given in equation (1):
𝑦 = 𝑎 + 𝑏𝑥

(1)

where y the new prediction, a the actual prediction, b the direction coefficient of inclination
and x the time period calculated through time deviation.
In order to determine the unknown coefficients, a and b, from the data, the moving average
method is used. The method provides a simple calculation for smoothing historical data.
Additionally, the method is useful to forecast when there is no trend and can work with
different estimation methods for better analysis.
The method takes a set of observed values and then calculates the average amount from the
set. The average value of the data amount is used to calculate the actual prediction a, as shown
in equation (2):
𝑎=

∑𝑁
𝑛=1 𝑦𝑛
𝑁

(2)

yn is the available data. It can be annual, monthly, or quarterly data. Meanwhile, the direction
coefficient of inclination can be calculated with equation (3):
𝑏=

𝑁
𝑁
∑𝑁
𝑛=1 𝑥𝑛 ∑𝑛=1 𝑦𝑛 − 𝑁 ∑𝑛=1 𝑥𝑛 𝑦𝑛
𝑁
2
2
(∑𝑁
𝑛=1 𝑥𝑛 ) − 𝑁 ∑𝑛=1 𝑥𝑛
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Research Method
Data analysis by using forecasting
Figure 4 shows the data analysis process by using forecasting method. This gives us the ability
to do trend comparisons for each potential technology in Indonesia.

Figure 4. Dataset processing

Data sources
The first sample data source for this research is in Table 1. The other data source used in this
paper is the number of BTSs for each technology. Table 3 exhibits the number of BTSs in each
quarter from Q3 2015 – Q2 2018.
Table 3. The number of BTS at the end of each quarter from Q3-2015 – Q2-2018 (Kominfo, 2018)
Growth (%)

3G Sites

Growth (%)

4G Sites

130,146

-

Q4-2015

129,847

-0.23

110,482

-

965

-

114,300

3.46

5,600

480,31

Q1-2016

130,624

0.60

118,858

3.99

10,269

83.38

Q2-2016

131,794

0.90

138,095

16.18

12,040

17.25

Q3-2016

132,469

0.51

148,639

7.63

20,935

73.88

Q4-2016

132,579

0.08

158,702

6.77

24,997

19.40

Q1-2017

128,374

-3.17

162,334

2.29

42,318

69.29

Q2-2017

132,903

3.53

170,007

4.73

54,701

29.26

Q3-2017

132,865

-0.03

174,796

2.82

61,291

12.05

Q4-2017

132,496

-0.28

175,708

0.52

72,045

17.55

Q1-2018

132,405

-0.07

178,492

1.58

83,646

16.1

Q2-2018

123,663

-6.60

161,769

-9.37

96,449

15.31

Period

2G Sites

Q3-2015
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Results and Discussion
Analysis result of industry revenue growth
A predicted future trend for revenue growth was achieved by utilizing the data from Table 1
and equations (1) to (3). Table 4 depicts industry revenue growth. The data from Table 4 is
shown graphically in Figure 5.
Table 4. Trend of industry revenue growth
Technology

Industry Revenue Growth (%)
2018
2019
2020
31
27
22

2017
33

Voice (2G)
SMS (2G)
Data and VAS (3G/4G)
Other

2021
20

14

13

10

8

7

42
11

46
10

53
10

60
10

63
10

Industry Revenue Growth (%)
70
60

53

50

40

46

42

33

31

27

30
20

63

60

14

11

13

10

22
10

10

10

20
8

10

7

10

0
2017

2018
Voice (2G)

SMS (2G)

2019

2020

Data and VAS (3G/4G)

2021
Other

Figure 5. Industry revenue growth from 2017 to 2021

Figure 5 shows the industry revenue growth among the three technologies from 2017 to 2021.
There is a significant decrease in SMS revenue growth by 7 percentage points between 2017
and 2021. A significant reduction is also predicted for voice by 13 percentage points between
2017 and 2021. Meanwhile, there is a significant increment for data and VAS by 21 percentage
points between 2017 and 2021.

Analysis result of the number of BTS
Based on total operator requirements, positive and negative trends are found for the number
of BTS of 2G, 3G and 4G technologies. Table 5 presents the forecast of the number of BTS.
Figure 6 presents this result graphically.
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Table 5. Trend of the number of BTS for 2G, 3G and 4G at each quarter in Indonesia
Period

2G Sites

Growth (%)

3G Sites

Growth (%)

4G Sites

Growth (%)

Q3-2018

131,103

-

192,721

-

99,394

-

Q4-2018

130,989

-0.087

198,984

3.25

108,310

8.97

Q1-2019

130,874

-0.088

205,246

3.15

117,226

8.23

Q2-2019

130,760

-0.087

211,509

3.05

126,142

7.60

Q3-2019

130,645

-0.088

217,771

2.96

135,058

7.07

Q4-2019

130,531

-0.087

224,034

2.87

143,975

6.60

Q1-2020

130,416

-0.088

230,296

2.80

152,891

6.19

Q2-2020

130,302

-0.087

236,559

2.72

161,807

5.83

Q3-2020

130,187

-0.088

242,821

2.65

170,723

5.51

Q4-2020

130,073

-0.088

249,084

2.58

179,640

5.22

Q1-2021

129,958

-0.088

255,346

2.51

188,556

4.96

Q2-2021

129,844

-0.088

261,609

2.45

197,472

4.73

267,871

2.39

206,388

4.52

274,134

2.39

215,305

4.32

Q3-2021
Q4-2021

129,730
129,615

-0.088
-0.088

The Number of BTS
300,000
250,000
200,000
150,000
100,000
50,000

-

2G

3G

4G

Figure 6. The number of BTS at the end of each quarter from Q3-2018 to Q4-2021

For 3G and 4G technologies, there is an uptrend from Q3-2018 to Q4-2021. For 3G sites, there

is significant increment by 42.24% between Q3-2018 and Q4-2021. In addition, a positive trend
also occurs for 4G sites, an increase of 116.62% between Q3-2018 and Q2-2021. Otherwise,
2G technology is on a downtrend from Q3-2018 to Q2-2021, declining 1.13% between Q32018 and Q2-2021. 2G technology is on a downtrend because it is entering a critical phase,
where traffic and subscriber numbers continue to degrade while spectrum allocation for data
services is made larger (Fadrian & Arifin, 2018).
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Discussion
In related forecasting, retailers use forecast analysis to support operational, tactical and
strategic decisions (Fildes, Ma & Kolassa, 2019). Based on historical data for 2014-2017,
retailers forecasted retail demand between 2018 and 2020 in online shares, with a positive
trend during 2018-2020. In addition, forecasting customer flow by using third-party mobile
payments is key for retailers in making daily operational decisions (Ma & Fildes, 2020). That
research used many time series and a thousand stores from a variety of categories. The result
was that a general solution for forecasting should be based on Gradient Boosting Regression
Tree (GBRT). The same result on forecasting is found for the characteristics of 3G and 4G
mobile broadband diffusion in India for 2016-2026 (Jha & Saha, 2020). For those reasons, we
then do a comparative analysis of 2G, 3G and 4G technologies. The table below describes how
revenue growth is affected by the number of BTS.
Table 6. Relation table on revenue growth and the number of BTS
Revenue
Growth of
Voice (2G)
33

3G
Sites

4G
Sites

132,496

Revenue
Growth of
SMS (2G)
14

175,708

72,045

Revenue Growth of
Data and Vas
(3G/4G)
42

2018

130,989

13

31

198,984

108,310

46

2019

130,531

10

27

224,034

143,975

53

2020

130,073

8

22

249,084

179,640

60

2021

129,615

7

20

274,134

215,305

63

Period

2G Sites

2017

The table suggests that a reduction of 2G sites by 2.17% will decrease revenue growth of SMS
by 7 percentage points and of voice by 13 percentage points during 2017-2021. Otherwise,
increasing 3G sites by 56.02% and 4G sites by 198.85% will increase revenue growth of data
and VAS by 21 percentage points for the same period. Reduction or addition of sites will affect
the number of subscribers that can join a cellular network for revenue generation (Fadrian &
Arifin, 2018). The effect of the number of BTS on revenue growth can be discussed in terms of
maturity. Companies do not continue to add base station endlessly. As they add new base
stations in lower value regions with smaller numbers of subscribers, this affects revenue
growth.
Previous mobile technology (2G, 3G and 4G) was mainly for carrying human-to-human traffic
with a limited number of services types. The next generation, 5G, will have a much higher
number of service, traffic and user types (Akkari & Dimitrou, 2019). The authors concur that
5G will be the future of mobile technology.
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Conclusions
This research has shown the application of moving averages for forecasting analysis. We have
compared revenue growth and the number of BTS for each generation of mobile technology in
Indonesia. We have noted that a reduction or addition of sites will impact on the number of
subscribers that can join a mobile network for generating income. This relationship helps to
explain the positive trend that customers in Indonesia tend to use data rather than voice and
SMS.

Limitation and Future Research
This research only compares the three mobile telecommunication technologies for the number
of BTS and revenue growth. A limitation of the study is that it does not take account of the
large area of Indonesia. Future research will be needed to plan for the 2G switch-off in
Indonesia.
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The NBN Futures Forum
Learning from International Experience
Leith H. Campbell
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Abstract: On 25 February 2020, TelSoc hosted the third NBN Futures Forum in Melbourne
on the theme of learning from international experience for Australia’s National Broadband
Network. Three speakers discussed various aspects of the topic, including comparisons via
league tables, the experience in New Zealand, and the need for good broadband to participate
in the global economy. Discussion following the speeches brought out a need to understand the
range of demands for broadband from a variety of end users and industrial applications.

Keywords: NBN, public policy

Introduction
The NBN Futures Project (Holmes & Campbell, 2019) has been organizing a series of public
forums under the title NBN Futures to encourage debate, and potentially to build consensus,
about the future of Australia’s National Broadband Network (NBN) now that the initial rollout
is nearing completion. The forums are hosted by TelSoc (the Telecommunications Association
Inc, publisher of this Journal). The first forum was held in July 2019 and is summarized in
Campbell & Milner (2019); the second, held on 22 October 2019, is summarized in Campbell
(2019).
The third forum, held on 25 February 2020 in Melbourne and online, had the theme of
“Learning from International Experience”. Three speakers addressed various aspects of this
theme in short presentations of no longer than 15 minutes. Discussion from the audience and
online followed.

The NBN Futures Forum
After some opening remarks by Mr John Burke, who chaired the event, the three speakers
were invited to address the theme of “learning from international experience”.
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Richard Ferrers: International comparisons
Dr Richard Ferrers is with the Australian Research Data Commons, which promotes data
science as a new technology for research and which could be described as a “sister project” of
the NBN. He addressed the topic of comparing Australia’s NBN to projects in other countries
with a view to maximizing the value of the NBN. He aimed to broaden the discussion of “value”
of the NBN beyond simple comparisons of download speeds.
He noted first that the Broadband Commission (a joint initiative of the ITU and UNESCO) had
proposed seven targets to be achieved by 2025, with the aim of promoting “meaningful
universal connectivity”. “Broadband” was assumed but none of the targets mentioned
download speed specifically. The first target was that, by 2025, all countries should have a
funded national broadband plan or strategy. Other targets emphasized affordability,
widespread availability, access to digital financial services and the connection of SMEs. For
end users, there should be development of a minimum level of digital skills and gender equality
across all targets.
Nevertheless, speed and availability had been important and there had been substantial
progress in the period 2009 to 2019. Dr Ferrers noted that, in 2009, an average dialup user
would download 100 MB per month, while a broadband user would download, on average,
6 GB per month. In 2019, the average user downloads 250 GB per month. Despite this
progress, Australia remains at the low end of comparable countries. OECD figures from 2018
showed Australia second last and, if all other countries remained unchanged, the completion
of the initial rollout of the NBN would promote Australia only to the middle of the pack in
terms of speeds actually being used. A key issue is that few, if any, Australians purchase
download speeds above 100 Mbps.
Narrowing the focus to Australia’s major trading partners, fixed-line broadband coverage in
Australia of 90% was exceeded by all except the United States, but Australia’s average
download speed of at least 50 Mbps was exceeded only by the USA and Republic of Korea (and,
perhaps, marginally by New Zealand).
Focussing then on some examples, Dr Ferrers considered the policies and outcomes in South
Korea, China and Thailand. In South Korea, the plan has been to provide 99% coverage of
FTTH, with 50% coverage to 10 Gbps download speed by 2022. He pointed out that the access
technology was a “multi-technology mix”, like Australia’s NBN: HFC access has declined only
slightly since 2007 and still provides about 4 million accesses, while FTTH has risen rapidly.
In China, the broadband strategy from 2013 envisaged broadband coverage of urban and rural
areas by 2020. About 70% of households now have broadband access of 50 Mbps download
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speed or more. About 50% of urban home users have 100 Mbps and some home users in
developed cities have 1 Gbps. At the end of 2017, about 84% of users were on fibre access. A
clear contrast with Australia is that there is a high proportion of users on 100 Mbps or greater
in China. This suggests that NBN Co should pay more attention to high-speed usage.
In Thailand, 39% of its 18 million households have fibre access, including users on 1 Gbps.
One provider, True, has recently reduced its price for 1 Gbps access to $140 per month (from
$499 per month). This is leading to a steep increase in average download speeds in Thailand.
In comparison with all its major trading partners, Australia lags all countries except India in
average download access speeds, according to Ookla data, and improved only slowly from
2018 to 2019.
Dr Ferrers noted, however, that there was significant potential in the NBN to improve average
download speeds. The first NBN services at Gigabit-per-second speeds should be offered from
May 2020 and about half the accesses – those based on FTTP, HFC and FTTC – could
potentially have access to such services. A small proportionate take-up of Gigabit-per-second
services could improve Australia’s ranking in terms of average access speed and a 20% takeup would put Australia ahead of all OECD countries (assuming no improvement in other
countries). While the emphasis had been on availability and coverage, there were other values
to be considered for the NBN, including affordability, reliability, usability and gender equality.
In summing up, Dr Ferrers made five recommendations for improving the value of the NBN:
1. Provide affordable Gigabit-per-second services (from May 2020);
2. Emphasise upgrades after the initial rollout is complete;
3. Focus on usage, rather than availability, after the initial rollout;
4. Plan for and measure customer satisfaction;
5. Plan for and measure the NBN performance in comparison with international league
tables, including with major trading partners.
Dr Ferrers has expanded on his presentation in a more detailed article, published elsewhere
in this issue (Ferrers, 2020).

Murray Milner: the New Zealand experience
Dr Murray Milner, who was a director of Crown Fibre Holdings in New Zealand for 10 years,
addressed the issue of what could be learnt from the New Zealand experience. He noted first
that there were three broadband programs: the Ultra-fast Broadband (UFB) program for
FTTP; several Rural Broadband Initiatives; and a Mobile Blackspot Fund. These programs will
together give 99.8% of New Zealanders access to enhanced broadband by the end of 2023.
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These programs had benefited from strong cross-party political alignment, leading to stable
policy formation from 2006 onwards. The initial target of FTTN to 80% of premises was
replaced in 2009 by UFB and the UFB and other programs have continued or been enhanced
since the current government came to power in 2017.
The UFB program was based on a set of commercial principles that provided for wholesale
access provision of FTTP and competitive retail service provision. The government would
support only fibre access to the property boundary, deemed to be “common fibre access
infrastructure”. Thirty-three candidate areas were identified in which it was estimated fibre to
the property boundary could be provisioned for no more than NZD 1,500 per premises passed
(in 2010 dollars). Government support would be capped at this level and the wholesaler,
selected by tender, for each area would enter into a public-private partnership or would be
granted an interest-free loan. Each wholesale provider would also have to meet strict
contractual obligations on its rollout schedule. Existing broadband access would continue to
operate and there would be no forced migration to UFB.
In the event, four wholesale service providers were supported, with the largest, Chorus,
covering 24 of the 33 areas. All premises in these areas were to be passed by the end of 2019
(achieved in November 2019), with 95% of priority premises passed by the end of 2015. Takeup of FTTP has been around 55%. The result has been a steady increase in FTTP connections
replacing FTTN. At the end 2019, FTTN accounts for only 30% of broadband accesses.
While the UFB had been a success, it was not always smoothly achieved. Dr Milner suggested
that the problems encountered with the UFB rollout fell into three categories: resourcing, cost
and connections. The resourcing issues involved the ramp-up and health and safety practices
of the field workforce. The cost issues, especially for Chorus, involved bringing the cost per
premises passed down to the level of support provided by the government. Chorus had
suffered severe debt issues in 2016 as the costs were being reduced. The connection issues
arose from the variety of premises to be served, from single houses to multi-dwelling buildings.
There could be provisioning delays, leading to customer and retail provider dissatisfaction.
When Ultrafast Fibre, a wholesale provider for the UFB, bought out the government’s portion
of its public-private partnership in 2016, the government recycled its windfall into an
extension of the UFB program. With the government support increased to be no more than
NZD 2,000 per premises passed, it was possible to extend the UFB program to 87% of New
Zealand premises, covering over 400 cities and towns, to be completed in 2022.
For the remaining 13%, Dr Milner reported on a number of government programs. A first rural
broadband initiative ending in 2013 provided a grant to Vodafone (selected by tender) to
enhance its coverage in rural areas. A second rural broadband initiative, ongoing to 2023, will
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see further government support of NZD 180M. There are also a Mobile Blackspot Fund and
support for services to marae (Māori meeting places) with funding to 2023.
The outcome of all these programs is that, by the end of 2023, 99.8% of premises will have
been provided with enhanced broadband (at least 50 Mbps downstream). Government
support has been NZD 2.1B, with over NZD 1.0B of capital from the UFB program due to be
returned by 2036. In the UFB areas, take-up has been about 55%, with 10% take-up of 1 Gbps
downstream service. Higher speed services at 2, 4 and 8 Gbps are being introduced in 2020.
Dr Milner has provided a more detailed account, published elsewhere in this Journal (Milner,
2020).

Jim Holmes: international experience
Dr Jim Holmes based his remarks on his experience as an international consultant working
on national broadband plans or action plans in 10-12 countries. He took issue with the idea,
promulgated by the Vertigan committee (Vertigan, 2014), that one could estimate a cap on
access speed and individual or household requirements for the next 10 or 20 years. This, he
maintained, was putting a cap on people’s capacity to participate in the digital economy if it
meant that services were planned to this limit. Household requirements were not just a matter
of streaming video but, rather, access to processes and systems that will be required for full
social and economic inclusion at any location.
Dr Holmes had many examples of where limited access to broadband had undesirable effects.
For example, he noted that it may not be possible to attract or retain staff in regional and
remote areas without good broadband and this affects all business, not just industries linked
to broadband.
He noted also that business systems are often designed around the broadband capabilities
common in Europe or the US. He cited examples where primary producers without
satisfactory broadband had sent data via people flying to the US or via competitors in better
served areas in order to enter data into market systems. Clearly these workarounds were costly
and unsustainable. Participation in the modern online economy required good broadband
access.
In commenting on the previous speeches, Dr Holmes noted, firstly, that he was somewhat
sceptical of the quality of inputs to international league tables. He suggested that the inputs
from some countries were not always well based. From the New Zealand experience, he felt
the key learning was that bipartisanship was critical to provide commitment to long-term
policy and continuity.
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For Australia, Dr Holmes remarked that broadband was no longer a “blank canvas”: the need
now is to influence what Australia should do from now on. He suggested that there were two
key actions to be undertaken: make long-term plans for long-term infrastructure and longterm investment; promote usage of broadband and ensure there are no functional capacity
constraints.

Questions and discussion
Questions and discussion from those attending in person and online followed the speeches.
For new broadband services, what level of asymmetry between download and upload speeds
can be expected?
Dr Milner believed that the less asymmetry in the provision of broadband services the
better the performance experienced by users for most applications. While symmetry is
always best, asymmetry of 2:1 or even up to 5:1 is satisfactory for most applications and
these are the ratios typical for most UFB products provided in the New Zealand market.
Symmetric products are also available at a small premium.
Dr Ferrers suggested that NBN Co has been trying to optimize revenue by providing
more download capacity at the expense of upload capacity.
Can fixed wireless access stimulate demand for fibre access? Explanatory comment from the
questioner: Fixed wireless access as a competitor to fibre can have an impact especially in
areas not yet served by fibre or where fibre is foreshadowed. Spark has been promoting this
option, especially for one-person premises. Spark moves high usage premises onto UFB in
order to meet performance standards.
Dr Milner remarked that the current take-up of UFB is at the maximum level that can
be supported by the wholesale service providers.
Can Jim Holmes clarify his comments about forecasts of usage? The Vertigan report did use
data on actual usage to estimate demand.
Dr Holmes suggested that current usage was constrained by current availability of
broadband. There was a need to promote usage of broadband for access, for example,
to government services. It would be wrong to maintain constrained views of usage
without a scalable future, as usage will continue to increase.
There has been an emphasis on internet and broadband speeds, but speed can be quoted in
a number of ways: the maximum that can be provided; the subscription speed; the actual
throughput. What measure is best for comparison?
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Dr Ferrers suggested that, for value comparisons, the key question is “what experience
am I getting?” However, the headline speed is usually used for comparisons. The OECD
measures what customers are sold. Ookla is measuring actual performance.
Dr Milner noted that in New Zealand the speeds sold on fibre are guaranteed to be ±5%
at all times. FTTN and fixed wireless access both suffer from severely degraded periods.
A follow-up comment from the questioner: It is difficult to compare between countries. Ookla
tests may be unrepresentative because customers test either when they are suffering
unreliable performance or when they wish to boast about the speed they are getting. Akamai
figures may be more reliable because they are measurements of actual web browsing. In any
case, the technology capability may be much more than what is sold.
There are many accesses in China at 100 Mbps or greater but not in Australia. What
differences are there between Chinese and Australian end-users?
Dr Ferrers suggested it might be a good idea to ask Chinese students in Australia. In
any case, he suggested there was not much published data. It is possible that in some
parts of China users are being moved to higher rates without any other change. It was
not clear that the average Chinese user changed his or her online behaviour as a result.
Dr Holmes believed it was necessary to look at a whole range of users, not just typical
households. For example, work time at home is common in the global economy and
will become more so as the distinctions between being at work and not being at work
break down further.
How important is working from home in broadband provision?
Dr Holmes maintained that working from home, or from any location, will be
increasingly important. He suggested that there was a general need to understand the
demand side of broadband access, not just the supply side.
What other uses will affect the demand for broadband access? Explanatory comment from
the questioner: Big data is coming. There will be new infrastructure needed for
instrumenting all highways and traffic lights, etc. 5G is emerging and will need backhaul
infrastructure. The industrial demand for broadband will be enormous.
Dr Milner reported that more and more roadside devices in New Zealand are being
connected by fibre. The UFB program had included these devices. Also, 5G backhaul
and fronthaul will be provided on fibre.
Dr Ferrers remarked that NBN Co will be supplying fibre connections to elevators for
the emergency telephones. The NBN can handle large traffic volumes.
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There has been a lot of research on internet usage in the past but less so now. Who has the
political and social clout to promote the study of usage and develop policy in this area?
Dr Holmes suggested that the NBN Futures group would be working on this issue as
part of a long-term plan or framework for broadband development. He noted that
because of the technological diversity of the NBN there may be different user
behaviours to work around the limitations of the NBN in some areas.

Conclusion
This was the third of a planned series of forums on the topic of the future of the NBN. Much
emphasis to date in the development of the NBN has been on availability and download speed.
While the NBN is making a step-change improvement in both broadband availability and
speed, the international comparisons show that Australia has not yet fully addressed the
availability issue. Most of Australia’s major trading partners have wider availability of
broadband (up to 99%) and in New Zealand there are well funded programs to provide
enhanced broadband to the 13% of premises not covered by the UFB fibre rollout. Experience
suggests that the ability to retain workers depends on good broadband access to the
international digital economy and that workarounds to cope with poor broadband access are
expensive and inefficient.
On access speed, Australia’s NBN will provide 50 Mbps downstream as a minimum for most
premises and few services above 100 Mbps. The international comparisons suggest that this is
a minimal capability today. There are many countries in which speeds above 100 Mbps are
common. There is a clear desire and willingness to pay for higher speed access – in New
Zealand, about 10% of the current take-up of fibre access is for 1 Gbps service. If the NBN were
to provide a substantially higher proportion of accesses above 100 Mbps, it would significantly
improve Australia’s “league table” broadband standing.
There is a clear need to understand in more detail the range of users and uses of the NBN, that
is, the demand for broadband access and the drivers for this demand. Looking at “typical
households” will be insufficient: working from home is becoming more common and demands
for bandwidth by all applications continue to grow. Commercial demands in the era of “big
data” will also grow. At the moment, it appears there is little published data on drivers of
increased demand and changes in end-user behaviour.
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Abstract: A

historic paper from 1991 which details the development of the public

telephone system of Western Australia between 1887 and 1987.
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Introduction
The historic paper (Moynihan, 1991) details the development of the public telephone system
in Western Australia over the century between 1887 and 1987, through interpretation of
contemporary material, photographs and other written records.
The paper divides the timeline of development into five periods: namely, the Colonial System
1887-1900, Federation, Between the Wars 1914-1945, Post-war 1945-1973 and Telecom 19731987.
The author has undertaken significant research of written records and quotes a number of
interesting sources including the West Australian newspapers the Inquirer, The Western
Australian Times, the Herald (Fremantle) and The West Australian. He also quotes from the
Proceedings of the Western Australian Legislative Council and various Commonwealth
Reports after Federation. Towards the end of the paper he quotes from more contemporary
sources such as Telecom (now Telstra) publications and Engineering Heritage Conferences
and papers.
It would seem that, despite Federation, Western Australia developed its public telephone
system relatively independent of the Eastern States and was required to satisfy the unique
requirements of a geographically large State. The author has also provided a selection of
fascinating black and white photographs which are relevant to the subject matter.
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